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My three priorities this month were:
1.
2.
3.

WelcomeFest and By-elections
EDI work
Mental Health
Priority 1
WelcomeFest and By-Elections

Actions:
Two very full weeks with Welcome activities, meeting as many people as possible and
explaining what we can do for them. Four fairs each getting almost 3000 students attending
and multiple Give it a Go events gave me the chance to interact with people and talk about
upcoming events we have on as a students’ union. This also gave me the chance to
promote the upcoming by-elections in an attempt to fill the vacancies within the inclusivity
and Diversity zone, as well as encourage people to vote in our Articles referendum.
Outcomes:
-

-

Gave out around 7 boxes of safety cards (each with over 100 cards in) to new and
returning students containing important numbers that are useful for everyone
Managed to encourage people to run in the by-elections, filling two of the vacant
positions in the zone with interest of another being filled after By-Elections (they
came to me too late to nominate themselves)
As a team we encouraged enough students to vote that we met our Quorum and
got the changes to the articles passed.
Had the opportunity to show University Council how successful our first couple of
weeks were – of which they were impressed with (especially the number of people
who attended the fairs)

How I told students:
I made sure to have a presence at all of the events I could possibly attend, telling students
on social media where we would be and sharing as many photos as possible throughout the
two weeks

Priority 2
EDI Work
Actions:
-

Met with Phil Quinn who is now the lead for all Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
work to discuss what the plan going forward is without the department
Decided to start looking at accessibility around campus – went on a trip around
campus in a wheelchair with last year’s Disabled Students Rep to look at where
needs improvement  this was sparked by a couple of students (one new)
emailing me saying that they had been struggling

Outcomes:
-

-

Agreed to have regular catch ups with Phil, with him agreeing to keep me up to
date between meets as well
Mentioned to Phil my work on accessibility and he agreed that ensuring a fully
inclusive campus is high on his agenda – he gave my contact details to the person
who works on this and I have since been invited to sit on a group that looks as
accessibility around campus
Currently working on creating a map of accessibility around campus – including
instructions about where the lifts, toilets and accessible entrances are in each
building to be used for not only our students, but for any visitors that may visit with
accessibility needs

How I told students:
-

A blog will be written when the map is completed – with the map being published
on the website for all to use
Any update in regards to EDI will also be communicated with students – I plan on
informing my Zone at the first meeting we have

Priority 3
Mental Health
Actions:
-

-

Mental health working group involved bringing along a MSc Clinical Psychology
student to ensure that all decisions being made would have the input of a student
Group involved providing an update on the Student Minds project – Isobel and Jane
currently in contact with them to find out more about what the pilot scheme
entails
World Mental Health Day – a day of spreading messages about what services are
out there, both in the university and nationally. Particular interest in promoting Big
White Wall, an online platform available to anyone with a @hull.ac.uk email
address

-

Completed welfare training that will be delivered to all Welfare Officers as well as
anyone else who wishes to attend, detailing about how to handle different
situations and how to signpost people to appropriate services

Outcomes:
-

-

-

Having a student on the group was amazing to make sure that everything was being
decided with the students at the heart of the decision, with a student perspective
to confirm this
For world mental health day I was on the ground floor of the SU making our own
Big White Wall, encouraging people to design a brick with either a mental health
stigma or a positive message for people to read
Welfare training will be delivered during Develop Week

How I told students:
-

-

I recruited for the position on the Mental Health working group by writing
something in the Psychology group chat as I knew there would be people in there
who would love to get involved, especially because mental health will be something
that a lot of them will want careers in
The building of the wall was an event on facebook and will remain in the Students’
Union building for people to continue to add to
I will email welfare officers on committees inviting them to come to the training – if
there is no welfare officer I will email the president to encourage at least one
person from most committees to attend

Meeting of the Month
Inclusivity Award
Which priority it helped:
Inclusivity (Theme 2, Point 1 in Operations Plan)
Who it was with:
Have had had two meetings so far, has been involving Erin (PS), Tom (PA), Vanessa (AU
Inclusivity and Diversity Officer) and Lee (SEC Inclusivity and Diversity Officer)
Outcome:
Beginning to shape the Sports and Societies Inclusivity award. Looking at it being a levelled
system (e.g. bronze, silver, gold) that is awarded based on a criteria of a number of
inclusive aspects, and groups can apply for the award by showing evidence. We are
planning on running a pilot scheme this year where three clubs and three societies can help
to shape the award and can use it in their recruitment of members in September. Have also
planned to publish a survey asking groups how inclusive they think they are and what they
think Inclusivity entails.
How I told students:
Once the survey is live, Erin and Tom will publish it on their respective pages to get clubs to
promote it. Part of the survey asks whether they will want to be involved with the pilot
scheme – I will do a post explaining what the award is and how people can get involved.

Next month I will be focusing on:
1. Accessibility and EDI
2. Sexual Health and safety (SHAG week)
3. Welfare Officer Work
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My three priorities this month (24th September – 14th October) were:
1. Improving the accessibility of sport by working with liberation groups (Black History Month –
Show Racism the Red Card)
2. Improving the accessibility of sport by working to improve the social sport opportunities at
the University of Hull. (GIAG week and meeting Sophie planned)
3. Welcome Fest / Referendum / By-Elections
Priority 1
Improving the accessibility of sport by working with liberation groups
(Black History Month – Show Racism the Red Card)
Actions:



Worked with Abi and HUU Marketing team to organise a charity dodgeball event. I
secured the use of the courts free of charge. The organisation of the tournament
was then left with Wing (HUU Marketing Team Member).
Push clubs to train in red at AU Council and through Facebook groups

Outcomes:



Dodgeball event planned for 18th October
Hopefully many clubs will train in red throughout the week and will use the
#ShowRacismTheRedCard.

How I told students:


This will be shared through social media platforms

Priority 2
Improving the accessibility of sport by working to improve the social sport opportunities at
the University of Hull.

Actions:



GIAG week planned for week commencing 21/10/2019. Push clubs to join in with
this and to hold GIAG training sessions on this week.
Meeting with Sophie Johnson from Hull Sport to discuss the scope of more
social/non-committal sport options on 08/10/2019.

Outcomes:




A few clubs have already signed up to hold GIAG sessions during this week. I am still
promoting the opportunities to clubs through the Presidents Facebook Page.
The GIAG club sessions have been shared on social media.
The meeting with Sophie was really informative. However, I think at the current
stage that HUU and Hull Sport are at there is no real scope for further social sport
options. Sophie spoke about a lot of the leg work and cost being on clubs with no
real incentive to them. I will continue to think about this and currently am thinking I
may be able to work it into the Hull Sport – HUU SLA.

How I told students:



GIAG was communicated through social media
The meeting with Sophie Johnson will not be communicated

Priority 3
Welcome Fest / Referendum / By-Elections
Actions:




Catch up with the AU Presidents after Welcome Fest
Promote and back the referendum.
Promote part time officer positions available in my zone for the by-elections

Outcomes:





I heard from the AU Presidents that Welcome Fest and the AU Fair went well.
I have resolved any minor issues Presidents may have had with their committees/
sports hall bookings/etc.
Referendum has passed and due to hard work from the SVOT team, the President
Team and student staff.
I have a women in sports rep now thanks to the by-elections

How I told students:



Face to face meetings with Presidents and shared on Presidents Facebook page
Referendum and by-elections shared on social media

Meeting of the Month
Multiple Meetings with AU Clubs (and occasionally Hull Sport)
Which priority it helped:



None in particular.
Helped me maintain good relationships with AU Clubs.

Who it was with:








Boxing
MMA
Men’s Cricket
Men’s Football
Women’s Basketball
Women’s Lacrosse
Hull Sport

Outcome:


Received multiple benefits from Hull Sport for clubs
o £500 contribution from Hull Sport towards a new boxing ring for Boxing
and MMA
o £90 contribution from Hull Sport towards pitch hire for Men’s Cricket
o £80 contribution from Hull Sport towards new balls for Women’s Lacrosse
o 2 new balls from Hull Sport for Women’s Basketball
o More frequent use of the 3G pitch for Men’s Football

How I told students:



Each club was informed individually.
I am wanting to shout about the benefits I have received but am worried about
how to communicate this well. I fear that some clubs may feel they have benefitted
less if they see what other clubs have received.

Next month I will be focusing on:
1. Planning AU Ball
2. My first AU Council
3. AU Storage
















































